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Abstract

In this paper we want to describe stepwise, different studies are essential for design and layout of plants. In this paper we also described different benefit conducting the feasibility studies. The survey is also extended more detailed regarding different considerations. Here we also discussed different test parameters. We also try to measures different impact on the organizational characteristics; fulfil user requirements. Five essential areas of project feasibility are also discussed here. Benefits of conducting feasibility study and different aspects consider here for discussion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The feasibility study is procedure to predict outcome of an investigation examination, or assessment of a planned scheme along with possible gain [1]. These studies allow proper investigating and evaluating any production a plane or business prospect and also on the essential requirement to commence the project [2]. A feasibility studies are important and essential to evolves the any proposed project is feasible or not [3]. There are two main motivations regarding this are location assessment of the desire project and cost expectation [4]. A proper planes is one of the essential criteria for propose sequential operation and environment to deliver any products or services [5]. The organization accounting declaration, information management procedure, proper advertising, different economic condition, local and international laws etc. considerations are mandatory. The necessities and different excise responsibility also consider under the feasibility studies [6]. Usually, these studies appeared first in terms of technological development and implementation. A proper feasibility study is essential for probable achievement [7]. This study also helps the project manager to see viability of the particular idea which gives the fruitful deliverable from the project within optimal cost, time, resources and also justifying the factors like legal, technical & economical [8]. The purpose of the feasibility study is not to provide exact solution of any problem related to the design and layout of plant but to provide a sense of its desire scopes [9]. During the study of the scope different aspects of the organization and its implementation costs and desire benefits are estimate with proper accuracy.

II. AREAS OF PROJECT FEASIBILITY

In this section we discuss different area of the project feasibility which may be consider during the assessment of any project. For every project transient and also in development phase the feasibility may consider as an important steps for the investor or the organization to make sure that their mission is officially feasible, gainful for the organization and beneficial for society. The methodical study may also provide the exact respond earlier. Feasibility evaluation mainly classify in five types or categories.

A. Technical Feasibility

Technical feasibility mainly associated with the technologically evolutes the project. In this subject area generally a group of engineers or technical expert study the whole projects and technical aspects. This study facilitates said organizations to proper assess. The industrial possessions may assemble capability. Based on the results it decides whether the technical team is able to convert the idea into real [10].

B. Economic Feasibility

Economic feasibility study related with price, and all kind of expenditure related with the scheme before the project start. This study also improves project reliability [11]. It is also helpful for the decision-makers to decide the planned scheme processed latter or now, depending financial condition of the organization [12]. This evaluation process also studies the price benefits of the proposed scheme.

C. Legal Feasibility

Legal feasibility study is use to conclude whether the proposed plan or system is conflicts with the national or international legal requirements [13]. Protection Acts simply use to decide the any violation the legal requirements. It is also a planned method [14].

D. Operational Feasibility

Operational Feasibility may employ the responsibility to examine and also decide whether the proposed methods fulfil all kind of business requirements [15]. It actions forecast all possible schemes to recognized and resolves troubles [16]. This studies may also examine and verify how the project planed guarantee the method development is feasible or not.

E. Scheduling Feasibility

A very significant part of feasibility study is scheduling Feasibility. It is also play an important roles to complete the project in its schedule time [17]. A
project some time not be unsuccessful if it is not finished in its bounded time frame [18]. Here we may predict the time requirement to complete various task of the entire project [19].

III. ELEMENTS OF A GOOD FEASIBILITY STUDY

In successful business feasibility study of projects is a critical factor. Sometimes we noticed that a number of projects be unsuccessful because of their incorrect facts or incorrect assumptions. Therefore, the basic features in any feasibility study must be ensuring that we are working with accurate information, exact statement, and the latest financial records [20]. The main objective of feasibility study is to evaluate three types of feasibility; technical, operational and economic feasibility. In this stage, only the project cost of the development and implementation cost of the project is considered.

Feasibility study may also depend on the numerous factors, like the risks of the project before and after project and potential returns of the investments.

- Over all expenditure and the funds, availability of the fund.
- Priorities of the other business and running projects of the related firm.
- Target users.

It is in simply verify the changes before the project design. Importance of performing a Feasibility Study

Some major benefits of conducting a feasibility study are the following. Conduct a feasibility study is always important because of it gives a clear idea of the dreamed project [21]. It helps to identify the valid and proper reason to select the project. With the support of feasibility study project teams members become more focused. It helps to decision-making on the project. Improve the achievement time by calculating several restrictions.

It focuses on few general criteria:

(i) The user’s demonstrable requirements and how the proposed system meet them?
(ii) What are possible resources are available and the present project utilized these resources?
(iii) Likely impact of the proposed system on the organization and it is really fit with the organization.

The proper investigation and evaluation procedure of the proposed project is mainly identification of the possible problem, specification, expected performance and also the cost of each sub-system and selection of the best and efficient procedures.

The outcome of the study is generally consider as formal proposal of the expected system. This is basically a report about the scope of the projected solution. The proposals are summarizes with the expected so. It consists of the following:

1. Brief statement of the proposed project – a carefully worded and may be the graphical statement of the proposed problem.
2. Summary of the outcome - a list of the major outcome from the study.

3. Details of findings- an outline of the proposed methods and procedures of the desired plan undertaken to complete task with all possible finding. This report also included the possible structures, costs estimation and benefits of the desire projects.

4. Recommendations and final conclusions- Few specific advice and recommendations based on its outcome along with the personnel assignments, projected costs and target dates.

Basically it is a predictable project that demonstrate conclusion of the assessment, examine and evaluation of a designed method and terminate if this method is accurately feasible, profitable and productive.

IV. CONCLUSION

Careful reviews of any proposal are essential before its design and development phase. The formal agreement may lead the process for actual implementations of the process. It may be a crucial and many projects may be incomplete due to lack of feasibility study in its implementation phase. Changes in the proposal after inciting the process may be leading the project die. Depending on the initial investigation result, the survey may be extended feasibility study. The feasibility study is a systematic proposal depending work characteristics. This study also measures the impact on the business organization, help to meet user demands, and proper utilization of resources.
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